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Dear Friends,
We are pleased to present Harvard Business Review Press’s new
Rights Guide for Spring 2021. We hope that hese books, by some of
the world’s most influential business thinkers and leaders, will help
us to emerge from these uncertain times with sustainable strategies
for the future of our businesses and careers.
Introduced and contextualized by Walter Isaacson, Invent and
Wander: The Collected Writings of Jeff Bezos offers a rare
glimpse into the worldview of Amazon’s enigmatic CEO. The Heart
of Business documents the “human magic” that defines the
management philosophy of former Best Buy CEO Hubert Joly.
In contrast, Collision Course chronicles the rise and fall of Nissan’s
Carlos Ghosn—part cautionary tale, this engaging narrative offers
a look at the increasing complexity of doing business globally.
Kings of Crypto investigates the growth of cryptocurrency as it
sheds its shadowy past.
Focusing on practical ideas for making business work better,
BCG’s Martin Reeves brings us a playbook for creating ideas in
The Imagination Machine. In Better, Simpler Strategy,
Harvard Business School professor Felix Oberholzer-Gee presents
an antidote to overcomplicated strategy, while fellow colleague
Frank Cespedes helps us separate truth from hype in Sales
Management That Works. Ram Charan and Dennis Carey return
to our list, in collaboration with former Vanguard CEO Bill McNabb
with Talent, Strategy, Risk redefining companies’ long-term
relationship with shareholders.

In Creative Conflict, Bill Sanders and Frank Mobus outline their
highly effective approach to negotiation. And in Totally Alive,
Duncan Wardley and Dan Cable scale their ideas on passion and
enthusiasm at work, up to the organizational level.
We have three new titles in HBR’s Working Parents Series and
Daisy Dowling, the series editor, has also written Workparent, a
comprehensive handbook to support parents through the childrearing years; and Digital for Good, in which renowned educationalist
Richard Culatta offers authoritative guidance on deciding how, and
how much, technology should be a part of the childhood experience.
As part of our ongoing efforts to tackle social inequalities in the
workplace, we’re pleased to publish Glass Half Broken, a deeply
researched action plan for closing the gender gap. For young
professionals, Harvard University’s student career advisor
Gorick Ng has written The Unspoken Rules, which maps out
the unstated expectations that can make or break a career in the
early days. Finally, Choosing Courage shares strategies to help
voice ideas and opinions, which can be applied to advocate for
marginalized colleagues.
Happy reading!
The HBR Press Team

SPRING 2021

Invent & Wander
The Collected Writings of Jeff Bezos, With an Introduction by Walter Isaacson
CONTRIBUTIONS BY JEFF BEZOS, INTRODUCTION BY WALTER ISAACSON

In Jeff Bezos’s own words, the core principles and philosophy that have guided
him in creating, building, and leading Amazon and Blue Origin.
In this collection of Jeff Bezos’s writings—his unique and strikingly original annual
shareholder letters, plus numerous speeches and interviews that provide insight
into his background, his work, and the evolution of his ideas—you’ll gain an
insider’s view of the why and how of his success. Spanning a range of topics across
business and public policy, the book provides a rare glimpse into how Bezos thinks
about the world and where the future might take us.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

› The why and how of Bezos’s
success—in the words of
the man himself

› Sheds light on how Bezos thinks
about the world and where the
future might take us

Written in a direct, down-to-earth style, Invent and Wander offers readers a
master class in business values, strategy, and execution. Everyone from CEOs to
entrepreneurs to the millions of people who use Amazon’s products and services in
their homes or businesses will come to understand the principles that have driven
the success of one of the most important innovators of our time.
Invent & Wander is copublished by PublicAffairs, an imprint of Perseus Books, and
HBR Press.
NOVEMBER 2020

9781647820718
MANAGEMENT

This book is a collection of writings and public statements by Jeff Bezos, founder and CEO of Amazon. Bezos is also the founder of
aerospace company Blue Origin, the owner of the Washington Post, and the founder of the Bezos Day One Fund, which focuses on
funding nonprofits that help homeless families and on creating a network of tier-one preschools in low-income communities.

288 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 28.00 • Hardcover

Walter Isaacson is the author of several books, including The Innovators and Leonardo da Vinci.

COMPARATIVE TITLES

RIGHTS SOLD Bulgarian: BARD • Complex Chinese: CommonWealth Magazine • German: Redline • Greek: Psichogios • Hebrew: Matar • Italian: Sperling •
Japanese: Diamond • Korean: Wisdom House • Portuguese (Brazil): Alta • Portuguese (Portugal): Planeta • Romanian: Litera • Simplified Chinese: Xiron •
Spanish: Editorial Planeta • Swedish: Mondial • Vietnamese: Ecoblader

The Ride of a Lifetime
Robert Iger, Random House, 2019
Principles
Ray Dalio, Simon & Schuster, 2017
Shoe Dog
Phil Knight, Scribner, 2016

store.hbr.org/books
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SPRING 2021

Collision Course
Carlos Ghosn and the Culture Wars That Upended an Auto Empire
HANS GREIMEL, WILLIAM SPOSATO

The officious agent did a double take at his papers. “We have a problem with
your passport. Can we move please to another room to discuss something?”
Ghosn never saw it coming.
In Japan it’s called the “Ghosn Shock”—the stunning arrest of Carlos Ghosn, the
jet-setting CEO who saved Nissan. Even more shocking was his daring escape from
Japan, packed into a box and put on a private jet to Lebanon.
How did it come to this, and why? Expertly written by two Tokyo-based journalists
with years of experience reporting on Japan Inc., Collision Course chronicles
Ghosn’s two decades building the Renault/Nissan Alliance, which looked like a
new model for a global business but was in fact an unsteady operation plagued by
culture clashes, infighting, and government maneuvering.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

› Timely, smart book with an
entertaining narrative

› Authoritative account of a

complex story from creditable,
on-the-ground reporters

› Instructive story about organizational
culture, globalization, and the
intersection of interests.

They explore the complex suspicions around what and who were really
responsible for Ghosn’s ouster, and explain how economics, history, national
interests, legal traditions, and hubris converged on probably the most important
foreign businessman ever to set foot in Japan.
AUGUST 2021

9781647820473
GENERAL BUSINESS

This gripping narrative serves as part cautionary tale, part object lesson and
part forewarning of the increasing complexity of doing global business in a
nationalistic world.

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

Super Pumped
Mike Isaac, W.W. Norton, 2019
Billion Dollar Whale
Tom Wright, Bradley Hope
Hachette Books, 2018

Hans Greimel is Asia editor for Automotive News. Based in Tokyo for more than a decade, he has interviewed Carlos Ghosn
multiple times. His coverage of the Ghosn scandal won a 2019 Folio Eddie Award.
William Sposato is a Tokyo-based contributor to Foreign Policy magazine. Previously, he had senior roles at Reuters and the
Wall Street Journal.

Bad Blood
John Carreyrou, Knopf, 2018
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SPRING 2021

The Imagination Machine
How to Create Ideas and Bring Them to Life
MARTIN REEVES, JACK FULLER

JACKET COMING SOON

JUNE 2021

A guide for mining the imagination to find powerful new ways to succeed.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

We need imagination now more than ever, but it is one of the least understood and
most crucial ingredients of business success.

› A how-to book with a six-step

In The Imagination Machine, BCG’s Martin Reeves and Jack Fuller lay out a six-step
process for creating ideas and bringing them to life. These steps are:

› Color visuals, charts, and figures

9781647820862

• Trigger: Disrupt existing mental models and put yourself in a more

INNOVATION

• Rethink: Focus on “what could be” rather than “what is.”

256 pages • 9 1/2" x 7 1/5"
US$ 32.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

What’s Your Problem?
Thomas Wedell-Wedellsborg
HBR Press, 2020
Creativity Inc.
Ed Catmull, Amy Wallace
Random House, 2014
Making Ideas Happen
Scott Belsky, Portfolio, 2012

imaginative mindset.

process for increasing imagination

› Creative games for breaking

existing mental models and
stoking readers’ imaginative fire

• Act: Create a feedback loop from the mind to the world and back again.
• Amplify: Spread an evolving idea to others to create a collective imagination.
• Codify: Imagine a new organizational “machine” that will capture and
exploit a new idea while leaving room for future reimagination.
• Sustain: Keep imagination alive to run and reinvent your company at the
same time.
The Imagination Machine is the guide to injecting new life into your company and
to heading into unknown territory with the right tools by your side.

Martin Reeves is a senior partner at BCG and a globally recognized thought leader. He is the author of Your Strategy Needs a Strategy
(HBR Press) and articles in Harvard Business Review, Nature, and Science.
Dr. Jack Fuller is a special project manager at the BCG Henderson Institute. He is the author of numerous articles and has worked
with a range of BCG clients.
RIGHTS SOLD Russian: Prosvyescheniye

store.hbr.org/books
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SPRING 2021

The Heart of Business
Leadership Principles for the Next Era of Capitalism
HUBERT JOLY, WITH CAROLINE LAMBERT

“It was December in Minnesota. It was cold and we were supposed to die.”
This is how Hubert Joly describes his first days as CEO of Best Buy, a job most
thought he was crazy to accept. In the face of an existential threat from Amazon,
Joly did something remarkable: He saved Best Buy, then remade it into a profitable
company while being consistently rated as one of the most desirable businesses to
work for.
With compelling stories from Joly’s three-decade leadership journey, the book
charts Joly’s transformation from a young, hard-charging McKinsey consultant to
the leader who turned around a company by focusing on what he calls “human
magic.” He shares what it means to “lead with heart” and challenge assumptions
about the practical mechanics of management.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

› Inspiring story of a legendary
corporate turnaround

› Makes a convincing connection
between “soft” leadership and
“hard” results

› Tells a story of success in the
face of Amazon threat

It worked at Best Buy, and Joly is ready to proclaim that it’s not just the right way to
lead but also the profitable way. It is the very heart of business.

MAY 2021

9781647820381
LEADERSHIP

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

Let My People Go Surfing
Yvon Chouinard, Penguin 2016

Hubert Joly is the former chairman and CEO of Best Buy. He is on the boards of Johnson & Johnson and Ralph Lauren and is
a senior lecturer at Harvard Business School. Previously, he was CEO of Carlson Companies, president of EDS France, and
partner at McKinsey & Company. He has been recognized as one of the top 100 CEOs in the world and is a knight in the French
Légion d’honneur.
Writer Caroline Lambert has collaborated on books with a wide range of changemakers and thought leaders. As a journalist
for The Economist, Caroline wrote about business, economics, and politics, earning the Sanlam Award for Excellence in
Financial Journalism.

Uncontainable
Kip Tindell, Grand Central, 2014
Conscious Capitalism
John Mackey, Raj Sisodia
HBR Press, 2013
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SPRING 2021

Kings of Crypto
One Startup’s Quest to Take Cryptocurrency out of Silicon Valley and onto Wall Street
JEFF JOHN ROBERTS
For a moment late in 2018, one Bitcoin was worth $20,000—the same as a pound
of gold. Libertarian technologists saw the moment as an apotheosis; everyone else
saw a bubble. Everyone else was right and the bubble burst.
But Bitcoin survived, and the battle for its soul rages on. True believers view it
as the foundation for a future economy. But they need buy-in from traditional
institutional systems to prevent the crypto world from devolving into a lawless
criminal bazaar.
Journalist Jeff John Roberts drops us into the unfolding drama as he follows the
rise, fall, and rebirth of cryptocurrency. We follow Silicon Valley entrepreneur
Brian Armstrong and his company, Coinbase, as it tries to make Bitcoin easy to use
and available to all while fighting off hackers, thieves, and zealots.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

› Tells a gripping business story
in a compelling narrative

› Helps explain important,

complicated technology in an
accessible way

› Looks forward thoughtfully at
the implications of this new
technology in the future

Roberts keenly observes the importance of leadership strategy and shows
what happens when these guardrails are missing. His ability to explain crypto
technology clearly and lay out the ramifications of its infiltration into the global
financial system makes this book a must-read for leaders in every industry.
DECEMBER 2020

9781647820183
FINANCE

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

The amazing story—full of startup hijinks, shady investors, closed-door meetings,
hacking (so much hacking!), and the Winklevoss twins—make this a page-turner
that readers will love.
Jeff John Roberts writes about intellectual property (IP), blockchain, and cybersecurity for Fortune, and his work has appeared in
a variety of other outlets, including BusinessWeek, Reuters, and the New York Times. He is an authority on copyright law and other
IP issues and is licensed to practice law in New York and Ontario.

Billion Dollar Whale
Tom Wright & Bradley Hope
Hachette Books, 2019
Bitcoin Billionaires
Ben Mezrich, Flatiron, 2019
Bad Blood
John Carreyrou, Knopf, 2018

store.hbr.org/books
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SPRING 2021

Workparent
The Complete Guide to Succeeding on the Job, Staying True to Yourself,
and Raising Happy Kids
DAISY DOWLING

An all-in-one resource for every working mother and father.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

Sure, there are plenty of parenting books out there. But as working moms and dads,
we’ve never had a trusted, go-to guide all our own—one that coaches us on how to
do well at work, be the loving and engaged parents we want to be, and remain true
to ourselves in the process.

› Much-needed how-to guidance

Enter Workparent. Whether you’re planning a family, pushing for promotion
during your kids’ teenage years, or at any phase in between, Workparent provides
all the advice and assurance you’ll need to combine children and career in your
own, authentic way. Whatever your field or family structure, you’ll learn how to
build a strong support team, at home and on the job; step up at work while keeping

for all the common challenges
of parenting and working

› Includes the voices, stories,
and insights of hundreds of
working parents

› Written in a consistently candid,

upbeat, and nonjudgmental tone

your family healthy and whole; tame guilt, self-doubt, worry, and other difficult
emotions; manage day-to-day pressures; and feel more capable, calm, and in control.

MAY 2021

Written by a top executive coach, talent expert, and working mom, Workparent is
the handbook you need in order to thrive as a working parent.

9781633698390
MANAGING YOURSELF

272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 25.00 • Hardcover

Daisy Dowling is the founder and CEO of Workparent, an executive coaching and training firm dedicated to helping working parents
lead more successful and satisfying lives. She is the author of Remember Who You Are (HBR Press). Dowling is a full-time working
parent with two young children.

COMPARATIVE TITLES

Drop the Ball
Tiffany Dufu, Flatiron, 2018
The Fifth Trimester
Lauren Smith Brody, Anchor, 2018
What to Expect When You’re Expecting
Heidi Murkoff, Workman, 2016
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SPRING 2021

The Unspoken Rules
Secrets to Starting Your Career Off Right
GORICK NG

“Why didn’t anyone ever tell me this?!”
As author Gorick Ng says, “I’ve lost count of the number of times I’ve asked
myself this question. As the son of a single mother who dropped out of school at
the age of twelve to work in a sewing machine factory, I missed the lesson on the
unspoken rules of the professional workplace. Instead, I learned my lesson the
hard way—through trial and error. Now, I’m on a mission to discover and decode
the unspoken rules of work and share them with others.
Over the past four years, I’ve interviewed over 500 interns, early-career
professionals, managers, and executives around the globe. My conversations
revolved around three key topics:

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

› Full of practical content and
engaging stories

› Gorick’s tone is not only easygoing

and relatable but also authoritative

› Helpful end-of-chapter summaries
and checklists

• What are the most common mistakes early-career professionals make at
work?
• What would you do differently if you could relive your first years on the job?
• What do you think separates top performers from mediocre ones?
APRIL 2021

9781647820442
CAREERS

272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 26.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

They Don’t Teach Corporate in College
Alexandra Levit, Career Press, 2019

After testing the advice I gathered, I started coaching other early-career
professionals. Now, I’m distilling everything I’ve learned into a step-by-step guide
called The Unspoken Rules. We all have what it takes to be a top performer. It begins
with mastering the unspoken rules.”
Gorick Ng is a career adviser at Harvard College specializing in first-generation, low-income students. He is also a researcher in the
Managing the Future of Work project at Harvard Business School. He was named one of TIME magazine’s top 25 future leaders.
He is a graduate of Harvard College and Harvard Business School. He was a first-generation college student.

Designing Your Life
Bill Burnett and Dave Evans
Knopf, 2016
Great on the Job
Jodi Glickman, St. Martin’s Griffin, 2011

store.hbr.org/books
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SPRING 2021

Sales Management That Works
How to Sell in a World That Never Stops Changing
FRANK V. CESPEDES

A practical and research-based guide with essential strategies for thriving in an
industry that never stops changing.
There’s no doubt that new technology is changing sales. But much conventional
wisdom is not backed up by empirical data. Sales professionals who fail to separate
fact from hype will make decisions based on faulty assumptions and fall behind
those with a keener grasp of the current selling environment.
Sales expert and professor Frank Cespedes provides managers and executives with
the tools they need to separate the signal from the noise, including how to:
• Hire the right talent—not just stars
• Pay and properly incentivize your sales force

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

› Full of insider case studies

from a wide range of companies—
from startups to big orgs

› Practical, clear-eyed advice,
diagnostics, and how-tos

› Research-based methods—

rare in a category that is full
of hype and fads

• Create a comprehensive sales model that aligns with your strategy
Chock full of examples, research, guidelines, and diagnostics, Sales Management
That Works is the book you need to build a great sales team, create an optimal
strategy, and steer clear of hype and fads.
FEBRUARY 2021

9781633698765
SALES

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 32.00 • Hardcover

Frank V. Cespedes is a senior lecturer at Harvard Business School. He has run a business, served on the boards of established
corporations as well as of startups, and consulted with companies around the world. He is the author of six books, including
Aligning Strategy and Sales, and numerous articles.

COMPARATIVE TITLES

The Only Sales Guide You’ll Ever Need
Anthony Iannarino, Portfolio, 2016
Sales Management Simplified
Mike Weinberg, AMACOM, 2015
The Little Red Book of Selling
Jeffrey Gitomer, Bard Press, 2011
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SPRING 2021

Better, Simpler Strategy
A Value-Based Guide to Exceptional Performance
FELIX OBERHOLZER-GEE

JACKET COMING SOON

Cut through complexity and get to a better, more effective strategy.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

From market volatility, supply chain disruption, and technological change right
through to global crises such as climate change and pandemics, the list of strategic
challenges for companies is growing. At the same time, the laborious processes many
firms use to develop strategies often feel overly bureaucratic and behind the curve.

› Smart, interesting approach

In Better, Simpler Strategy, Harvard Business School professor Felix OberholzerGee presents “The Value Stick,” an extraordinarily powerful tool that helps
companies decide where to focus their attention and how to deepen their
competitive advantage.
The Value Stick provides a way of measuring two fundamental forces that lead to
value creation and capture—the customer’s willingness to pay and the supplier’s
willingness to sell. With many examples across industries (based on HBS case
studies), Oberholzer-Gee shows these value dynamics in action and explains how
looking at and adjusting these measures enables firms to gauge and improve their
strategies and operations.

APRIL 2021

9781633699694
STRATEGY

to strategy based on proven
economic concepts

› Simple tool to measure crucial
factors/forces in strategic
decision-making

› Rich stories across industries,

based on Harvard Business School
case studies

Based on the author’s successful strategy course, Better, Simpler Strategy will
become every business strategist’s must-have guide for making better strategic
decisions and gaining competitive advantage.

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

Good Strategy, Bad Strategy
Richard Rumelt, Currency, 2011

Felix Oberholzer-Gee is a professor at Harvard Business School. A member of the faculty since 2003, he has won numerous awards
for excellence in teaching. His work has been profiled by media outlets around the world, and he is also the cohost of the popular
HBR Presents After Hours podcast.

The Content Trap
Bharat Anand, Random House, 2016
Connected Strategy
Nicolaj Siggelkow, Christian Terwiesch
HBR Press, 2019

store.hbr.org/books
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SPRING 2021

Glass Half-Broken
Shattering the Barriers That Still Hold Women Back at Work
COLLEEN AMMERMAN, BORIS GROYSBERG

Why does the gender gap persist, and how can we close it?

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

Women have made up roughly half of the college-educated workforce for years—
but even in areas of work where there are roughly equal numbers of women and
men, women remain underrepresented in positions of power and status.

› Includes real-life, firsthand

Why haven’t we made more progress? It’s tempting to think that any remaining
gender imbalances reflect differences in individual merit or behavior, not
organizational barriers—an idea that is supported by popular media with countless
books and articles offering advice on what women should do to overcome
challenges.

› Synthesizes the most important

Colleen Ammerman and Boris Groysberg focus instead on the organizational
obstacles and managerial actions that create gender imbalance. Bringing to light
the key findings from the latest research in psychology, sociology, and economics,
Glass Half-Broken shows that along their entire career path women get pushed out
of the leadership pipeline.
APRIL 2021

9781633695931
LEADERSHIP

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

The Fix
Michelle King, Atria Books, 2020
Invisible Women
Caroline Criado Perez, Abrams, 2019

research findings about why the
gender gap persists

› Provides actionable advice for

companies and individual managers,
and also for men

Presenting institutional and managerial strategies designed to overcome and
mitigate these barriers at each step in the career path, Glass Half-Broken is the
authoritative resource that managers and leaders at all levels can use to finally
shatter the glass ceiling.
Colleen Ammerman is director of the Harvard Business School Gender Initiative, which supports research and education to
accelerate the advancement of women leaders and promote gender equity in business and society.
Boris Groysberg is a professor at Harvard Business School. He is the author of the award-winning books Chasing Stars and
Talk, Inc. as well as numerous articles and case studies on how firms hire, engage, develop, retain, and communicate with
their talented employees.

How Women Rise
Sally Helgesen, Marshall Goldsmith
Hachette Books, 2018
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experiences from 300 interviews
with men and women
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SPRING 2021

Talent, Strategy, Risk
How Investors and Boards Are Redefining TSR
BILL MCNABB, RAM CHARAN, DENNIS CAREY

A playbook for long-term value creation.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

Balancing the short and long term is a perennial struggle. In this agenda-setting
book, three leaders who have been on the front lines of this struggle challenge
leaders to rethink TSR (total shareholder return). Since TSR cannot keep the short
and long term in balance, the authors argue that boards should focus on a different
kind of TSR—talent, strategy, and risk—because actions around these factors
determine whether a company creates long-term value.

› Provides a call to action to

Offering boards a playbook for managing talent, strategy, and risk, the authors
explain how to analyze the business through the eyes of a shareholder activist;
help management take a longer view and communicate it to investors; track
execution of long-term plans and goals; keep major risks, such as cyberattacks
and sexual harassment, front and center; refresh board composition; and create
diversity to meet the new challenges.

rethink corporate governance

› Helps directors and

executives respond to the
changing expectations of
institutional investors

› Includes leading-edge examples

from and in-depth interviews with
investors, directors, and executives

Given the new realities of corporate ownership, boards need to lead for the long
term. This authoritative book shows them how.
JULY 2021

9781633698321
MANAGEMENT

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 35.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

Go Long
Dennis Carey et al.,
Wharton Digital Press, 2018

Bill McNabb is former chairman and CEO of Vanguard, the world’s largest mutual fund manager.
Ram Charan is a world-renowned business adviser, teacher, author, and speaker who has written 25 books that have sold
over 4 million copies.
Dennis Carey is vice chairman of Korn Ferry. He has recruited and assessed board directors and CEOs for some of the world’s
best-performing companies.

The Director’s Manual
Peter C. Browning, William L. Sparks
Wiley, 2016
Boards That Lead
Ram Charan, Dennis Carey,
Michael Useem, HBR Press, 2013

store.hbr.org/books
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SPRING 2021

Creative Conflict
A Practical Guide for Business Negotiators
BILL SANDERS, FRANK MOBUS

Negotiation is stuck—it’s time for something new.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

Almost everything is negotiable, almost every interaction a negotiation. But is a
win-win always possible? Or must every negotiation be a zero-sum game, with a
winner and a loser? Over the past half century, these two opposing philosophies
have ruled the field, but neither approach fully meets the challenges of today’s
ultracompetitive business environment.

› A new approach to negotiation

In Creative Conflict, negotiation experts Bill Sanders and Frank Mobus provide
something new. They show that negotiations are driven by competition and
cooperation at the same time. Creative negotiators probe and push until they
hit a wall of disagreement, then figure out how to get past it.

JUNE 2021

9781633699496
NEGOTIATION

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

Negotiating the Impossible
Deepak Malhotra, Berrett-Koehler, 2016
Getting to Yes
Roger Fisher, William Ury
Penguin, 2011

The authors construct a simple framework based on three basic but distinct
contexts: bargaining, deal-making, and relationship-building. They then instruct
readers on how to skillfully pursue their own interests while simultaneously
seeking ways to expand a deal’s scope and value for both sides.

› A much-needed playbook for

negotiating in a fast-changing and
complex world

› A useful, simple framework based
on bargaining, deal-making, and
relationship-building

Based on the popular Mobus Creative Negotiating seminars and the authors’
experience working with Fortune 500 companies, Creative Conflict is the go-to
guide for boosting negotiating skills and confidence and learning to strike a
better deal.

Bill Sanders is CEO of Mobus Creative Negotiating, a firm founded by the late Frank Mobus that provides public seminars and
in-house corporate training. Sanders also consults with NFL franchises, helping ten head coaches to lead their teams to the
Super Bowl over the past 30 years.

Difficult Conversations
Douglas Stone, Bruce Patton, Sheila Heen
Penguin, 2010
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that doesn’t tiptoe around
conflict and tension
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SPRING 2021

Choosing Courage
The Everyday Guide to Being Brave at Work
JIM DETERT

An inspirational, practical guide for embracing risk and making a powerful
impact at work.
Have you ever wanted to disagree with your boss in a meeting? Speak up about
your company’s lack of diversity or unequal pay practices? Make a tough decision
that you know will be unpopular?

JACKET COMING SOON

We all have opportunities to be courageous at work. But since courage requires risk,
we often fail to act. Jim Detert, the world’s foremost expert on workplace courage,
says there’s a better way to work and live. He explains that courage isn’t a character
trait that only a few possess; it’s a virtue developed through practice. And with the
right attitude and approach, you can learn to hone it like any other skill.
Full of stories of ordinary people who’ve acted courageously, Choosing Courage
gives readers a fresh perspective on the power of voicing authentic ideas and
opinions. Whether you’re looking to make a mark, stay true to your values, act
with more integrity, or simply grow as a professional, this is the guide you need
to achieve greater impact at work.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

› Offers clear and practical advice
for demonstrating courage in
everyday life

› Provides researched-based advice,
based on the author’s decadeslong expertise

› In the era of #MeToo and Black

Lives Matter, helps organizations
give people the tools to speak up

MAY 2021

9781647820084
MANAGING YOURSELF

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover

Jim Detert is a professor at Darden School of Business. His research focuses on workplace courage, ethical decisionmaking and behavior, and other leadership-related topics. His research has won several awards, as have his teaching
and curriculum development.

COMPARATIVE TITLES

Radical Candor
Kim Scott, St. Martin’s Press, 2019
Dare to Lead
Brené Brown, Random House, 2018
Grit
Angela Duckworth, Scribner, 2018

store.hbr.org/books
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Totally Alive
The Science of Vibrant Organizations
DUNCAN WARDLEY, DANIEL M. CABLE

A guide for using the secrets of motivation to help everyone in your organization
love what they do.
In his groundbreaking book Alive at Work, psychologist Dan Cable gave a
fascinating peek into the neuroscience of motivation and offered readers the tools
to help people love what they do. Now, with Totally Alive, Dan and his coauthor
Duncan Wardley kick it up a notch: How do you scale happiness, enthusiasm, and
engagement across a team, a department, and an entire organization?
Using cutting-edge research in neuroscience and psychology, the authors offer
a three-part framework for building teams of agile, adaptable, curious, and highly
motivated people:

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

› On-the-ground stories from
companies large and small

› Fascinating science about

motivating people and enabling
growth and change

› A bounty of tools, assessments,
and exercises

• Reset: Reduce the threat response by creating a safe environment for
employees.
• Ignite: Create events or experiences that spark flashes of insight and
motivation.
• Fuel: Sustain people’s motivation to change through repeatable actions.

JULY 2021

9781633699533
MANAGEMENT

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

Alive at Work
Dan Cable, HBR Press, 2018
Daniel Coyle, Bantam, 2018
An Everyone Culture
Robert Kegan, Lisa Laskow Lahey
HBR Press, 2016
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Packed with fascinating research, on-the-ground stories, and new scientific
findings—along with tools, assessments, and exercises—Totally Alive is the guide
you need to build an exceptional organization full of people who are motivated to
perform at their very best.
Duncan Wardley is a partner at Heidrick & Struggles. He helps clients develop thriving, adaptive cultures, accelerate team and
organizational effectiveness, and unleash the potential of great leaders.
Daniel M. Cable is a professor at London Business School and the author of Alive at Work. With his consultancy, Essentic, he has
worked with hundreds of organizations, including IKEA, McDonald’s, Twitter, and Coca-Cola.

Harvard Business Review Press | Frankfurt Book Fair 2020

SPRING 2021

Digital for Good
Raising Kids in an Online World
RICHARD CULATTA

Kids deserve a better digital future. Help them create it.

P OI NTS OF I NTE R E S T

When it comes to raising children in a digital world, every parent feels
underprepared and overwhelmed. We tell children time and again what not to do.
But technology can be a powerful tool for learning, problem-solving, and bringing
us closer together. How can we raise healthy kids who know how to take advantage
of the good technology can bring to their lives while avoiding the bad?

› Frames the conversation positively

Digital for Good offers a refreshingly positive framework for preparing kids to be
successful in a digital world. EdTech expert Richard Culatta outlines five qualities
every young person should develop:
• Be balanced: Understand when and how much tech use is healthy.

around what to do in the digital
world and not what not to do

› Provides a clear and memorable

five-part framework that all parents
can teach their children

› Comes from a trusted expert
in the area

• Stay informed: Be an active and discerning consumer of information online.
• Be inclusive: Consider multiple viewpoints with respect.
• Be engaged: Use tech to improve your relationships and your community.
JULY 2021

9781647820169

• Stay alert: Be aware of your actions online and create safe spaces for others.
Parents and children alike will discover the path to becoming effective digital
citizens, all while making our online world a better place.

TECHNOLOGY

256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 28.00 • Hardcover
COMPARATIVE TITLES

Richard Culatta is an internationally recognized leader in technology and learning. He currently serves as CEO of ISTE, a nonprofit
serving education leaders in 127 countries. Prior to joining ISTE, he was appointed by President Obama to lead the U.S. Department
of Education’s Office of Educational Technology.

Viral Parenting
Mindy McKnight, Grand Central, 2019
Raising Humans in a Digital World
Diana Graber, AMACOM, 2019
Tech Generation
Mike Brooks, Jon Lasser, Oxford
University Press, 2018

store.hbr.org/books
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FALL 2020

What Is Strategy?
An Illustrated Guide to Michael Porter
JOAN MAGRETTA, EMILE HOLMEWOOD, HEINRICH ZIMMERMANN
This short, entertaining guide explains and demystifies Michael Porter’s core strategy concepts in a short, easy-to-understand,
graphic format.
Written by Joan Magretta, author of the bestselling book Understanding Michael Porter, this innovative book explains Porter’s core
concepts, including the Five Forces, competitive advantage, industry analysis, value creation, the value chain, differentiation, and
relative cost.
With a charming cast of characters—a clever but deadlocked team of managers calls in Professor Porter to help them devise a new
strategy—this book brings Porter’s ideas to life and helps readers quickly grasp the fundamentals of strategy.
SEPTEMBER 2020

9781633698239 • 80 pages • 10" x 10" • US$ 25.00 • Hardcover

When More Is Not Better
Overcoming America’s Obsession with Economic Efficiency
ROGER MARTIN
Roger Martin, #1 management thinker and former dean of the Rotman School of Management, argues that American capitalism’s zeal
for efficiency—which, for America’s first 200 years, combined with democratically elected governments to mean that the economic life
of the average family got better—has, since the 1970s, inadvertently restricted prosperity growth for average families.
This will keep happening until either American democratic capitalism falls apart or we start to understand the economy as a complex
system in which we need to build resilience as well as efficiency.
He says citizens need to use their inherent power to enforce more friction in the economy; executives need to stop managing as if they
were running a perfectible machine; educators need to prepare their students to live and work in a complex, adaptive system; and
public policymakers need to take seriously the task of achieving balance between efficiency and resilience.
SEPTEMBER 2020

9781647820060 • 256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00 • Hardcover
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Time Smart
How to Reclaim Your Time and Live a Happier Life
ASHLEY WHILLANS
We are all time poor—we have too much to do and not enough time to do it. Research shows that the consequence of this is general
unhappiness. We think we can buy our way out—more money = more happiness. But as Harvard Business School professor Ashley
Whillans shows, that doesn’t work. The real secret to gaining happiness is to use money to buy time.
Through stories of those who have made the mindset shift and those who are trying to, Time Smart shows how little activities we don’t
even think about take hours, or even days, out of the year. It demonstrates how to “find time” and “fund time” as part of everyday life.
The book also includes simple tactics, checklists, and assessments to help readers escape time poverty and transform themselves into
happier, less-stressed people who build better relationships and have more productive careers.
OCTOBER 2020

9781633698352 • 208 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 28.00 • Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: Japanese: Toyo Keizai • Korean: Segyesa

The Art of Being Indispensable at Work
Win Influence, Beat Overcommitment, and Get the Rights Things Done
BRUCE TULGAN
With working from home, flatter organizations, and far-flung virtual teams, getting things done is more complex than ever. But even
amid the chaos there is always someone who seems indispensable, who is able to stay focused and get the right things done:
This is the go-to person.
In this game-changing book, talent guru Bruce Tulgan reveals the secrets of the go-to person. Based on an intensive study of people
at all levels, in all kinds of organizations, Tulgan shows how go-to people not only behave differently but also think differently, basing
decisions and actions on their personal influence rather than on any formal authority.
In a world of work where you truly need to interact with everybody, Tulgan provides the must-read guidebook for achieving real
influence and learning to thrive when the guardrails of traditional management are pulled away.
“Timely, relevant, and appealing.”—Financial Times
JULY 2020

9781633698499 • 208 pages • 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 28.00 • Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD: Vietnamese: PACE
store.hbr.org/books
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SPRING 2020

Eat, Sleep, Innovate
How to Make Creativity an Everyday Habit Inside Your Organization
SCOTT D. ANTHONY, PAUL COBBAN, NATALIE PAINCHAUD, ANDY PARKER
Most leaders would admit that their companies aren’t as innovative as they’d like. But how can they fix this problem? Scott Anthony
and his coauthors say the answer is to hardwire innovation into everything the company does—and that all starts with nudging
employees to be their most curious and creative selves, every single day.
This fun, lively, and original book provides a playbook for creating an innovative culture. The authors show how to encourage
employees to demonstrate the habits and behaviors of which innovation is made.
Along with case studies of “normal companies doing fascinating things,” the book provides readers with the tools to create their own
hacks, which they can use to build and sustain their own version of an innovation culture.
“An indispensable guide. I highly recommend it.”—Ed Catmull, cofounder, Pixar
OCTOBER 2020

9781633698376 • 272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 28.00 • Hardcover

Good Guys
How Men Can Be Better Allies for Women in the Workplace
DAVID G. SMITH, W. BRAD JOHNSON
What’s missing from gender parity efforts? Men.
As gender in the workplace experts, David G. Smith and W. Brad Johnson show that men have a profound opportunity to promote
gender equality at work. Research shows that when men are deliberately engaged in gender-inclusion programs, 96 percent of women
perceive real progress, compared with only 30 percent of women in organizations without strong male engagement.
Good Guys is the first book to provide a research-based and practical guide for how to be a male ally to women in the workplace. Filled
with insights, stories, and advice, the book shows how men can partner with women to advance women’s leadership by breaking
ingrained gender stereotypes, overcoming unconscious biases, developing and supporting the talented women around them, and
creating productive working relationships with women.
OCTOBER 2020

9781633698727 • 272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00 • Hardcover
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We the Possibility
Harnessing Public Entrepreneurship to Solve Our Most Urgent Problems
MITCHELL WEISS
With citizens skeptical of government’s ability to deal with big challenges like climate change, poverty, deteriorating infrastructure,
and, of course, the COVID-19 pandemic, Harvard Business School professor and former public official Mitchell Weiss shows what
governments can, and are, doing to solve these problems.
He shares examples from Mexico, the United States, the Netherlands, Singapore, and many other places to illustrate the basic tenets of
this new way of governing:
• Government that can imagine. Seeing problems as opportunities and designing solutions with citizens.
• Government that can try new things. Experimentation as a regular part of solving public problems.
• Government that can scale. Government as a platform for innovation and growth.
At a crucial moment, We the Possibility provides the positive vision and model that will help shape the future.
JANUARY 2021

9781633699199 • 256 pages • 6 1/8” x 9 1/4” • US$ 30.00 • Hardcover

The Grit Factor
Courage, Resilience, & Leadership in the Most Male-Dominated Organization
in the World
SHANNON HUFFMAN POLSON
Former Army attack helicopter pilot Shannon Huffman Polson tells powerful stories of highly successful female military leaders,
illuminating the crucial leadership principles and practices that led to their success.
Polson shares her own life lessons with storytelling flair, keen insight, and incisive analysis of current, relevant research. Both inspiring
and pragmatic, The Grit Factor will motivate current and aspiring leaders everywhere.
“The book will leave anybody nothing short of inspired by the heroics of Huffman Polson.”—Financial Times
SEPTEMBER 2020

9781633697263 • 256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 28.00 • Hardcover

store.hbr.org/books
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SPRING 2020

Leadership, at its core, is not about you. Real
leadership is about how effective you are at making
other people better—even when you are not there.
Unleashed shows how the boldest, most effective
leaders use a special combination of trust, love, and
inclusion to create a space in which other people can
excel, and provides practical, battle-tested tools to
make these ideas come alive.

If you have ever worked hard on something only to
find you were focusing on the wrong problem entirely,
then What’s Your Problem? can help. In this visually
engaging and friendly book, you’ll learn “reframing,”
a crucial, underutilized skill that you can easily master.
Teach yourself and your team to reframe, and growth
and success will follow.

In our complex, data-flooded world, we’ve stopped
thinking for ourselves. While we need experts and
systems to help us make informed decisions, we need
a new approach for harnessing the value they provide
without undermining our own autonomy. Think for
Yourself provides just that, empowering readers with
a more critical and nuanced approach to making
decisions.

“Sparkily written and personal—full of simple tips to
build trust and reduce bias.”—Financial Times

“If you want the superpower of solving better
problems, read this book.”—Eric Schmidt,
former CEO, Google

JUNE 2020

MARCH 2020

JUNE 2020

Unleashed
The Unapologetic Leader’s Guide to Empowering
Everyone Around You

What’s Your Problem?
To Solve Your Toughest Problems, Change the
Problems You Solve

Think for Yourself
Restoring Common Sense in an Age of Experts
and Artificial Intelligence

FRANCES FREI, ANNE MORRISS

THOMAS WEDELL-WEDELLSBORG

VIKRAM MANSHARAMANI

9781633697041 • Hardcover
240 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

9781633697225 • Paperback
232 pages • 9 1/2" x 7 1/5" • US$ 35.00

9781633699212 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

RIGHTS SOLD Simplified Chinese: CITIC

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: CommonWealth Magazine •
Danish: Content • Korean: Chungrim • Portuguese (Brazil):
Saraiva • Romanian: Publica • Russian: Alpha • Simplified
Chinese: Xiron • Ukrainian: Vivat • Vietnamese: WeTransform

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: Briefing Press
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“Impeccably timed . . . a fascinatingly wide-ranging
book.”—Forbes

SPRING 2020

Parenting can be filled with disruptive transitions;
constant pushes and pulls at work, at home, and
in the community; endless to-do lists; and identity
crises. Using the principles of Stew Friedman’s Total
Leadership, the authors of Parents Who Lead offer a
robust and proven method that will help readers gain
a greater sense of purpose and control and design
sustainable solutions for creating a richer life for
themselves, their children, and the world.

Political innovation activist Katherine Gehl and worldrenowned business strategist Michael Porter show how
Porter’s Five Forces framework can be applied to the
American political system and how, by adopting a new
and different strategy, that system can be changed. In
The Politics Industry, a completely nonpartisan guide,
they focus only on solutions that can have significant
impact within a short period to reshape the system for
the benefit of all.

“Ditch the idea of ‘work-life balance’ and aim for
‘work-life integration’ instead.”—Mind Tools

Named one of 16 New Business Books You Need
to Read in 2020 by Inc. magazine.

MARCH 2020

MAY 2020

MAY 2020

Parents Who Lead
The Leadership Approach You Need to Parent
with Purpose, Fuel Your Career, and Create a
Richer Life

The Politics Industry
How Political Innovation Can Break Partisan
Gridlock and Save Our Democracy

Doing Agile Right
Transformation Without Chaos

STEWART D. FRIEDMAN, ALYSSA F. WESTRING

9781633696501 • Hardcover
272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

KATHERINE M. GEHL, MICHAEL E. PORTER

9781633699236 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

Doing Agile Right dispels the myths and
misconceptions that have accompanied agile’s
growth. The book breaks down how agile really works
and explains the crucial importance of scaling agile
properly in order to get its full benefits. Doing Agile
Right is the must-have guide for any company trying
to make the transition—and for those already there, a
way to avoid or recover from its potential pitfalls.
“Very much needed. The fight against bureaucracy
must go on.”—Forbes

DARRELL RIGBY, SARAH ELK, STEVEN BEREZ

9781633698703 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00
RIGHTS SOLD Italian: EGEA • Portuguese (Brazil): Saraiva
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SPRING 2020

We all know visionary leaders when we see them. They
don’t just promote change—they drive it, and they
inspire and mobilize others to do the same. Although
these leaders possess innate qualities that make them
extraordinary, what truly sets them apart is their ability
to turn their visions into action.

In a digital world where customers are only a click away
from another product, what is the key to motivating
them to buy? Salesforce marketing expert Mathew
Sweezey says it is context—the close linkage between
an individual’s immediate needs and how a brand can
fulfill them. He draws on new insights into consumer
psychology and vivid examples of high-performing
brands—big and small—that are achieving success with
this new marketing model.

Thanks to technology, startups can now take root
anywhere—but unlike Silicon Valley, starting a business
at “the frontier” is very different. Venture capital expert
Alex Lazarow tells success stories of frontier innovators
who build industries rather than disrupt, who are born
global because local markets are too small, and who
focus on resiliency rather than on growth at any cost.
Out-Innovate is the new playbook for innovation—
wherever it has the potential to happen.

“Thoughtful, up-to-date, and practical insight on how
marketing really works today.”—Seth Godin

“[An] engaging quest . . . shedding new light on
innovation”—Financial Times

APRIL 2020

MARCH 2020

APRIL 2020

Lead from the Future
How to Turn Visionary Thinking into Breakthrough
Growth

The Context Marketing Revolution
How to Motivate Buyers in the Age of Infinite
Media

Out-Innovate
How Global Entrepreneurs from Delhi to Detroit
Are Rewriting the Rules of Silicon Valley

MARK W. JOHNSON, JOSH SUSKEWICZ

MATHEW SWEEZEY

ALEXANDRE LAZAROW

9781633697546 • Hardcover
224 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

9781633694026 • Hardcover
240 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

9781633697584 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

RIGHTS SOLD Vietnamese: PACE

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: CommonWealth Magazine •
Korean: Secret House • Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Slovene:
Frodx • Vietnamese: 1980 Books

RIGHTS SOLD Korean: Freelec

This timely and compelling book lays out an innovative
approach to developing and executing the visionary
ideas that drive breakthrough growth.
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Disrupt Yourself helps high-growth individuals learn
the tools necessary to make changes that matter. The
book applies the framework of disruptive innovation
to your particular path, whether you are a self-starter,
a high-potential individual, a manager looking to instill
innovative thinking within your team, or a leader
facing industry changes.

Teaching by Heart offers renowned Harvard Business
School professor Thomas J. DeLong’s insights gained
from more than forty years of teaching and managing.
It proposes that the best teachers are also leaders and
the best leaders are also teachers. The book’s goal is
to help readers learn about the intricacies of teaching
and managing. Whether you’re a university professor, a
student, a business leader, or just someone fascinated
by teaching, this book will instruct, entertain,
and—hopefully—inspire.

Full of worksheets, exercises, tools, and examples,
The Three-Box Solution Playbook builds on the simple
and highly effective framework for leading innovation
in Vijay Govindarajan’s original book. With coauthor
Manish Tangri, Govindarajan goes deeper into the
most crucial box of all: creating the future. Together,
they provide a scalable and repeatable process for
companies to create new breakthroughs—from

NOVEMBER 2019

JANUARY 2020

MAY 2020

Disrupt Yourself
Master Relentless Change and Speed Up Your
Learning Curve

Teaching by Heart
One Professor’s Journey to Inspire

The Three-Box Solution Playbook
Tools and Tactics for Creating Your Company’s
Strategy

“Savvy . . . often counterintuitive . . . superb.”
– Publishers Weekly

WHITNEY JOHNSON

9781633698789 • Hardcover
180 pages • 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 28.00

THOMAS J. DELONG

9781633698529 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

ideation through incubation to scaling.

VIJAY GOVINDARAJAN, MANISH TANGRI

9781633698307 • Paperback
272 pages • 7 1/3" x 9 1/4" • US$ 35.00

RIGHTS SOLD Vietnamese: PACE
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FALL 2019

Helping People Change uses real-life stories and original
research to show how “coaching with compassion”
opens up people to thinking creatively, helps them
learn and grow in meaningful ways, and motivates
them to sustain that growth.
“Full of stories, illustrating how asking the right
questions can enable people to achieve their dreams.”
—Financial Times

16,000 copies sold

Based on the authors’ in-depth research at Alibaba,
DiDi, Google, Huawei, Supercell, and Tencent,
Reinventing the Organization provides a muchneeded synthesis of what we know about emerging
organizational models, and offers leaders a practical,
integrated framework for building a new kind of
organization (a “market-oriented ecosystem”) that
responds to changing market opportunities with
speed and scale.

8,000 copies sold

Competing in the Age of AI shows how AI-driven
processes remove traditional constraints on scale
and scope and enables companies to straddle
industry boundaries and create powerful learning
opportunities. Packed with examples and based on
research at hundreds of firms, this is the essential
guide for rethinking how firms compete and operate
in the era of AI.
“Well written, readable, engaging, and accessible.”—
Irish Tech News

20,000 copies sold
SEPTEMBER 2019

SEPTEMBER 2019

JANUARY 2020

Helping People Change
Coaching with Compassion for Lifelong Learning
and Growth

Reinventing the Organization
How Companies Can Deliver Radically Greater
Value in Fast-Changing Markets

Competing in the Age of AI
Strategy and Leadership When Algorithms and
Networks Run the World

RICHARD BOYATZIS, MELVIN SMITH,
ELLEN VAN OOSTEN

ARTHUR YEUNG, DAVE ULRICH

MARCO IANSITI, KARIM R. LAKHANI

9781633697706 • Hardcover
272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

9781633697621 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

RIGHTS SOLD Italian: Franco Angeli • Russian: Eksmo •
Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Spanish: LID • Vietnamese: Alpha

RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Haykal • Complex Chinese:
CommonWealth Magazine • Korean: UX Review • Portuguese
(Brazil): AlfaCon • Russian: Eksmo • Simplified Chinese:
Huazhang • Turkish: Optimist • Ukrainian: Bookchef •
Vietnamese: PACE

9781633696563 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: EcoTrend • Italian:
Unicomunicazione • Portuguese (Brazil): Alta • Russian: Byblos •
Spanish: Reverte • Turkish: Albaraka Kultur
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The spread of capitalism worldwide has made people
wealthier than ever before. But capitalism’s future is
far from assured. In Capitalism at Risk, the authors
argue that threats to market capitalism present
important opportunities. Presenting examples of
companies already making a difference, the authors
explain how businesses must develop corporate
strategies that effect change at the community,
national, and international levels.

Integrating how-to advice and practical tools in the
form of “workshop chapters,” Connected Strategy
reveals the emergence of connected strategies as a
new source of competitive advantage. It identifies four
pathways—responding to desire, curated offerings,
coaching behavior, and automatic execution—for
turning episodic customer interactions into continuous
relationships.

10,000 copies sold

Written for business leaders, The Real Business of
Blockchain cuts through the hype and helps readers
understand the blockchain value proposition, make
smart near—and midterm investments in blockchain,
and position their organization for the future.
“A well-written, well-reasoned, and smart read
to get up to speed on the roller-coaster world of
blockchain.”—Irish Tech News

11,000 copies sold

JUNE 2020

MAY 2019

OCTOBER 2019

Capitalism at Risk (Updated and Expanded)
How Business Can Lead

Connected Strategy
Building Continuous Customer Relationships
for Competitive Advantage

The Real Business of Blockchain
How Leaders Can Create Value in a
New Digital Age

NICOLAJ SIGGELKOW, CHRISTIAN TERWIESCH

DAVID FURLONGER, CHRISTOPHE UZUREAU

9781633698253 • Hardcover
288 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

9781633697003 • Hardcover
288 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

9781633698048 • Hardcover
272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

RIGHTS SOLD Japanese: Tokuma Shoten • Simplified Chinese:
Huazhang

RIGHTS SOLD Japanese: Jitsugyo no Nihon Sha •
Portuguese (Brazil): Saraiva • Simplified Chinese: Huazhang •
Vietnamese: Alpha

RIGHTS SOLD Portuguese (Brazil): M Books •
Simplified Chinese: Cheers

JOSEPH L. BOWER, HERMAN B. LEONARD, LYNN S.
PAINE
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A timely, clear-eyed, and actionable book that
empowers senior executives and board members to
understand cyber risks, plan and prepare for a crisis,
and make cybersecurity a companywide initiative and
responsibility. Filled with tools, best practices, and
strategies, A Leader’s Guide to Cybersecurity will help
boards navigate this seemingly daunting but extremely
necessary transition.

When it comes to innovation, relying on intuition won’t
cut it anymore. Stefan Thomke shows how to create an
“experimentation organization” that puts the science
of testing at the center of the innovation process. By
combining the power of software and the rigor of
controlled experiments, managers can make better
decisions, create improved customer experiences, and
generate huge financial returns.

Is silence killing your strategy? In thirty years of
working in corporations, Michael Beer has witnessed
how organizational silence derails strategic objectives.
In Fit to Compete, he presents an innovative and highly
effective process for holding honest conversations
to help leaders hear the truth about the sources
of misalignment between their strategy and their
organization.

3,000 copies sold

8,000 copies sold

6,000 copies sold

DECEMBER 2019

FEBRUARY 2020

JANUARY 2020

A Leader’s Guide to Cybersecurity
Why Boards Need to Lead—and How to Do It

Experimentation Works
The Surprising Power of Business Experiments

THOMAS J. PARENTY, JACK J. DOMET

STEFAN H. THOMKE

Fit to Compete
Why Honest Conversations about Your Company’s
Capabilities Are the Key to a Winning Strategy

9781633697997 • Hardcover
208 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 35.00

9781633697102 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 35.00

RIGHTS SOLD Russian: Mann

RIGHTS SOLD Korean: KED • Simplified Chinese: Renmin •
Vietnamese: PACE
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MICHAEL BEER

9781633692305 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

FALL 2019

Mihir Desai—Harvard Business School professor and
cohost of the After Hours podcast—guides readers
through the complex but endlessly fascinating world
of finance. With entertaining case studies, interactive
exercises, and a conversational style, he tackles a broad
range of topics that, whether you’re a student or a
manager, an aspiring CFO or an entrepreneur, will help
you start thinking more deeply about the numbers.

Professor, author, and popular radio host Art Markman
expertly illustrates how cognitive science sheds
fascinating and useful light on specific workplace
challenges: getting a job, excelling at work, and finding
your next position. Integrating the latest research
with engaging stories, Bring Your Brain to Work gets
inside your head, helping you succeed through a better
understanding of yourself and those around you.

38,000 copies sold

6,000 copies sold

An important compilation of essays that examines
how race matters in people’s experience of work
and leadership. With contributions from scholars,
researchers, and practitioners, this groundbreaking
book illuminates the present-day dynamics of
race in the workplace and reconsiders the research
approaches and interventions needed to understand
and advance African Americans in work settings and
leadership roles.
5,000 copies sold

MARCH 2019

JUNE 2019

SEPTEMBER 2019

How Finance Works
The HBR Guide to Thinking Smart
About the Numbers

Bring Your Brain to Work
Using Cognitive Science to Get a Job, Do It Well,
and Advance Your Career

Race, Work & Leadership
New Perspectives on the Black Experience

MIHIR DESAI

ART MARKMAN

LAURA MORGAN ROBERTS, ANTHONY J. MAYO,
DAVID A. THOMAS (EDITORS)

9781633696709 • Paperback
288 pages • 9 1/2" x 7 1/5" • US$ 35.00

9781633696112 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

9781633698017 • Hardcover
512 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 45.00

RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Haykal • Azerbaijani: Hamerg Tercume •
Complex Chinese: Business Weekly • Japanese: Diamond •
Korean: Gilbut • Portuguese (Brazil): Alta • Russian: Eksmo •
Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Vietnamese: Langmaster

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: Star • Korean: Jinsung •
Portuguese (Brazil): Saraiva
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FALL 2019

Great leaders of innovation know that ideas are not
enough. The authors’ research shows that vision,
reputation, and networks—what they call “innovation
capital”—are measurably more important. The
book helps readers build a personal reputation for
innovation, showing how to get attention for ideas and
persuade audiences to support them.

Modern science, big data, and AI are all showing us
that the world is far more complex and unpredictable
than we’ve allowed ourselves to see. David Weinberger
argues that we should embrace this complexity and
create more possibilities, and yet more unpredictability.
Everyday Chaos reveals the trends that hide in so many
aspects of our lives—and shows us how they matter.

8,000 copies sold

“The business book leaders should be reading.”
—Management Today

Sponsorship is a two-way alliance in which a leader
partners with junior talent to build their skills and
in return receives stellar performance and loyalty.
According to Sylvia Ann Hewlett, senior executives
who sponsor rising talent are 53 percent more likely
to be promoted than those who don’t. With new data
and in-depth interviews, The Sponsor Effect shows how
leaders can become standout sponsors.
5,000 copies sold

5,000 copies sold

JUNE 2019

MAY 2019

JUNE 2019

Innovation Capital
How to Competeand—and Win—Like the World’s
Most Innovative Leaders

Everyday Chaos
Technology, Complexity, and How We’re Thriving
in a New World of Possibility

The Sponsor Effect
How to Be a Better Leader by Investing in Others

JEFF DYER, NATHAN FURR, CURTIS LEFRANDT

DAVID WEINBERGER

9781633696525 • Hardcover
272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

9781633693951 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

RIGHTS SOLD Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Vietnamese: Alpha

RIGHTS SOLD Italian: Codice • Simplified Chinese: CITIC •
Vietnamese: 1980 Books
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SYLVIA ANN HEWLETT

9781633695658 • Hardcover
208 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Korean: Bookie • Vietnamese: 1980 Books

HBR SERIES TITLES

HBR’s Working Parents Series
A New HBR Series
The HBR Working Parents series supports readers as they anticipate challenges, learn how
to advocate for themselves more effectively, juggle their impossible schedules, and find
fulfillment at home and work.
From classic issues such as work-life balance and making time for yourself to thorny
challenges such as managing an urgent family crisis and the impact of parenting on your
career, this series features the practical tips, strategies, and research you need so you can
be—and feel—more effective at home and work. Whether you’re up with a newborn or
touring universities with your teen, we’ve got what you need to make working parenthood
work for you.
MANAGING YOURSELF

All Titles: 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 24.95 • Paperback

HBR’S WORKING PARENTS SERIES:

Getting It All Done
Stop juggling and start managing everything
you need to do at work and home. Gain the
skills and strategies you need to manage the
impossible challenge of succeeding day to
day and year to year at work while making
sure your family is housed, fed, healthy, safe,
and educated.

Taking Care of Yourself
Don’t let your own needs fall by the wayside.
This book has everything a working parent
needs to take care of themselves while
balancing home and work. It will help them
identify what they need most to feel happy,
healthy, and less stressed; make decisions
that align with these priorities; and manage
the feelings that come with these choices.

Managing Your Career
Make choices, learn and grow, and move
ahead—without disrupting your entire
family. Everything working parents need to
make career choices that work for them,
from navigating tradeoffs to finding time for
personal development.

FORTHCOMING:

Advice for Working Moms
MAY 2021

Advice for Working Dads
JUNE 2021

Communicating Better with Everyone
JUNE 2021

store.hbr.org/books
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HBR SERIES TITLES

HBR’s Insights You Need Series
A New HBR Series
Update and deepen your understanding of current topics with the Insights You Need series from
Harvard Business Review. Featuring some of the best and most recent thinking from Harvard
Business Review, Insights You Need titles are both a primer on today’s most pressing issues and an
extension of the conversation, with interesting research, interviews, case studies, and practical
ideas to help you explore what an issue will mean to you and your business.
GENERAL MANAGEMENT

All Titles: 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 21.99 • Paperback
RIGHTS SOLD Portuguese (Portugal): Actual • Turkish: Optimist

HBR’S INSIGHTS YOU NEED SERIES:

Agile

Monopolies and Tech Giants

Artificial Intelligence

Strategic Analytics

Blockchain

The Year in Tech 2021

Climate Change
Coronavirus: Leadership + Recovery
Customer Data and Privacy

FORTHCOMING:

Racial Justice
DECEMBER 2020

Cybersecurity
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HBR SERIES TITLES

HBR’s Emotional Intelligence Series
How to Be Human at Work
HBR’s Emotional Intelligence series features smart, essential reading on the human side of work,
from the pages of Harvard Business Review. Each book offers proven research showing how
our emotions impact our work life, providing both practical advice for managing difficult people
and situations and inspiring essays on what it means to tend to our emotional well-being at
work. Uplifting and practical, these books describe the social skills that are critical for ambitious
professionals to master.

Over 300,000 copies sold
GENERAL MANAGEMENT

All Titles: 4 1/4" x 6 1/2" • US$ 19.99 • Paperback
RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Haykal • French: Prisma • Hungarian: Edesviz Kiado • Japanese:

Diamond • Korean: Book 21 • Polish: Helion • Portuguese (Brazil): Sextante • Portuguese
(Portugal): Actual • Romanian: Litera • Russian: Mann • Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Spanish:
Reverte • Thai: Expernet • Turkish: Optimist

HBR’S EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE SERIES:

Authentic Leadership

Leadership Presence

Confidence

Mindful Listening

Dealing with Difficult People

Mindfulness

Empathy

Power + Impact

Focus

Purpose, Meaning + Passion

Happiness

Resilience

Influence + Persuasion

Self-Awareness

store.hbr.org/books
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HBR SERIES TITLES

HBR’s 10 Must Reads Series
Over 2.5 Million Copies Sold
The definitive collection of ideas and best practices for aspiring and experienced
leaders alike.

HBR’S 10 MUST READS SERIES:

AI, Analytics, and the New
Machine Age
Boards
Building a Great Culture

Each book is packed with enduring advice from the best minds in business, including
Clayton Christensen, Peter Drucker, John Kotter, Michael Porter, Daniel Goleman,
Linda Hill, Gary Hamel, and many others.

Business Model Innovation

We’ve combed through hundreds of Harvard Business Review articles and selected
only the most essential reading on topics that go beyond the fundamentals to help you
be a more effective, well-rounded leader.

Collaboration

GENERAL MANAGEMENT

All Titles: 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 24.95 • Paperback

CEOs
Change Management

Communication
Creativity
Design Thinking
Diversity

RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Obeikan • Azerbaijani: TEAS • Complex Chinese: Commonwealth •

Czech: Management Press • Danish: Gyldendal • French: Prisma • Georgian: Business
Literature • Greek: Psichogios • Japanese: Diamond • Kazakh: Steppe & World • Korean:
Maekyung • Malay: Sunway • Mongolian: Suun Suvd • Polish: ICAN • Portuguese (Brazil):
Sextante • Portuguese (Portugal): Actual • Romanian: Bizzkit • Russian: Alpina • Simplified
Chinese: CITIC • Spanish: Profit • Swedish: Roos & Tegner • Thai: Expernet • Turkish:
Optimist • Ukrainian: KM • Vietnamese: Alpha

Emotional Intelligence
Entrepreneurship and Startups
Innovation

Reinventing HR
Sales
Strategic Marketing
Strategy
Strategy, Vol. 2
Teams
The Essentials
Women and Leadership
2015, 2016, 2017, 2018,
2019, 2020, 2021
FORTHCOMING:

Change Management, Vol. 2

Leadership Lessons
from Sports

Communication, Vol. 2

Leadership, Vol. 2

Managing Yourself, Vol. 2

Managing in a Downturn

MARCH 2021

MARCH 2021

Lifelong Learning
MAY 2021

Managing in a Downturn (Updated)

Managing People

OCTOBER 2020

Managing People, Vol. 2

Organizational Resilience

Managing Risk
Managing Yourself
Mental Toughness
Negotiation
New Managers
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Public Speaking and Presenting

MARCH 2021

Managing across Cultures

32

Platforms and Ecosystems

Leadership

Making Smart Decisions

View all titles: store.hbr.org/books

Nonprofits and the Social Sectors

NOVEMBER 2020

Career Resilience
JANUARY 2021

HBR SERIES TITLES

HBR Guide Series
Smarter Than the Average Guide
We all wish we could sharpen key management skills—such as writing more effective
emails, focusing to-do lists on what really matters, giving more persuasive presentations,
or dealing with a boss who makes us want to scream. But who has the time? The HBR
Guide series can help. Packed with concise, practical tips from leading experts—and
examples that make those tips easy to apply—the HBR Guide series provides smart
answers to your most pressing work challenges. Arm yourself with the advice you need
to succeed on the job, from the most trusted brand in business.

Over 1 million copies sold
GENERAL MANAGEMENT

All Titles: 5" x 9" • US$ 19.95 • Paperback
HBR GUIDE TO:

Being More Productive
Better Business Writing
Building Your Business
Case
Buying a Small Business

Getting the Right Work
Done
Leading Teams
Making Decisions

Setting Your Strategy
Thinking Strategically
Women at Work
Work-Life Balance

Making Every Meeting
Matter

Your Professional Growth

Coaching Employees

Managing Strategic
Initiatives

FORTHCOMING:

Data Analytics Basics for
Managers

Managing Stress at Work

DECEMBER 2020

Changing Your Career

Dealing with Conflict
Delivering Effective
Feedback

Managing Up and Across

Remote Work

Motivating People

FEBRUARY 2021

Negotiating

Emotional Intelligence

Office Politics

Finance Basics for
Managers

Performance Management

Getting the Mentoring
You Need

Beating Burnout

Persuasive Presentations
Project Management

Collaborative Teams
AUGUST 2021

View all titles: store.hbr.org/books

RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Haykal • Azerbaijani: TEAS • Complex Chinese:

Commonwealth • Georgian: Business Literature • Japanese: Diamond • Kazakh:
Steppe & World • Korean: Duran & Freelec • Polish: ICAN • Portuguese (Brazil):
Sextante • Portuguese (Portugal): Actual • Russian: Alpina / Mann • Simplified
Chinese: CITIC • Spanish: Reverte • Thai: Expernet • Vietnamese: Alpha
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HBR SERIES TITLES

HBR Classics
Brief Yet Potent Business Ideas for Today’s
Thinking Professionals
Since 1922, Harvard Business Review has been a leading source of breakthrough
management ideas—many of which still speak to and influence us today. The Harvard
Business Review Classics series offers readers the opportunity to make these seminal pieces
a part of their permanent management library. Each highly readable volume contains a
groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best practices and inspire countless managers
around the world—and will have a direct impact on you today and for years to come.
GENERAL MANAGEMENT
RIGHTS SOLD Albanian: Media Union • Azerbaijani: TEAS • Korean: Smart Business/UX

Review • Polish: MT Biznes • Portuguese (Portugal): Sabedoria Alternativa • Simplified
Chinese: CITIC • Spanish: PRH • Thai: Openbooks • Turkish: Optimist • Ukrainian: Kingolove

HBR CLASSICS | PAPERBACK
4 1/4" x 6 1/2" • Approximately 100 pages • US$ 9.99
Blue Ocean Leadership
W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne

The Theory of the Business
Peter F. Drucker

How Will You Measure Your Life?
Clayton M. Christensen

Turning Goals into Results
Jim Collins

Leadership That Gets Results
Daniel Goleman

What Makes an Effective Executive
Peter F. Drucker

Red Ocean Traps
W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne

What Makes a Leader?
Daniel Goleman

HBR CLASSICS | HARDCOVER
4 1/4" x 6 1/2" • Approximately 150 pages • US$ 19.99
Blue Ocean Classics
W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne

Managing Oneself
Peter F. Drucker

The Emotionally Intelligent Leader
Daniel Goleman
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HBR SERIES TITLES

HBR Handbooks
A New HBR Series
HBR Handbooks provide ambitious professionals with the frameworks, advice, and tools
they need to excel in their careers. With step-by-step guidance, time-honed best practices,
real-life stories, and concise explanations of research published in Harvard Business Review,
each comprehensive volume helps you stand out from the pack—whatever your role.
GENERAL MANAGEMENT

All Titles: 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 29.99 • Paperback
RIGHTS SOLD Azerbaijani: TEAS • Complex Chinese: Commonwealth • Dutch: Business

Contact • English Audio: Audible • Estonian: Aripaev • Greek: Psichogios • Hebrew: Matar •
Polish: Rebis • Russian: Alpina • Thai: Expernet • Turkish: Optimist • Vietnamese: Alpha

HBR’S HANDBOOKS:

Manager’s Handbook
The primer executives need in order to
develop managerial and leadership skills.
Packed with step-by-step advice and
wisdom from HBR’s management archive,
this book provides best practices on topics
from building credibility and emotional
intelligence to hiring and retaining employees
to understanding finance and strategy.
Entrepreneur’s Handbook
Starting a new business is rife with both
opportunity and risk. This essential resource
helps entrepreneurs navigate the world of VC
funding, turn innovations into marketplace
realities, build a business model that
makes sense, develop sales and marketing
programs, and understand how to build
culture and set direction.

Leader’s Handbook
Leadership and strategy experts Ron
Ashkenas and Brook Manville distill the
best proven ideas and frameworks about
leadership from Harvard Business Review
into a concise manual that shows rising
leaders how to relate to others, make
strategic choices, build a vision for the future,
and inspire people.
FORTHCOMING:

Family Business Handbook JANUARY 2021
The ultimate reference for navigating the
complex decisions and relationships that are
critical to creating and sustaining a healthy
family business—and business family—with
practical advice and insights from the expert
family business consultant authors.

store.hbr.org/books
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HBR SERIES TITLES

HBR’s 20-Minute Manager Series

Advice You Can Quickly Read and Apply, from
the Most Trusted Source in Business
Get up to speed fast on essential business skills. Whether you’re looking for a crash course
or a brief refresher, you’ll find just what you need in the HBR 20-Minute Manager series.

Nearly 400,000 copies sold
GENERAL MANAGEMENT

All Titles: 5" x 7" • 112 pages • US$ 12.95 • Paperback
RIGHTS SOLD Azerbaijani: TEAS • Korean: Ire • Portuguese (Brazil): Sextante • Portuguese

(Portugal): Texto & Grafia • Spanish: Reverte • Russian: Phoenix • Vietnamese: Alpha

HBR’S 20-MINUTE MANAGER SERIES ON:

Creating Business Plans

Managing Projects

Delegating Work

Managing Time

Difficult Conversations

Managing Up

Finance Basics

Performance Reviews

Getting Work Done

Presentations

Giving Effective Feedback

Running Meetings

Innovative Teams

Running Virtual Meetings

Leading Virtual Teams

Virtual Collaboration
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2 MINUTE MANAGER

Giving
Effective
Feedback

Check in regularly
Handle tough conversations
Bring out the best

HBR SERIES TITLES

The Drucker Library
As part of our commitment to keeping Peter F. Drucker’s enduring ideas on management in print,
we are reissuing the Drucker Library series with new titles and new packaging.
PETER F. DRUCKER

Management Essentials

The Network Economy

Nonprofits and the Public Sector

Economic Threats

previously People and Performance

previously Managing in a Time of Great Change

previously Toward the Next Economics

previously The Changing World of the Executive

MARCH 2020

MAY 2020

APRIL 2020

MAY 2020

9781633699670
384 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover

9781633699557
336 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover

9781633699571
240 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover

9781633699595
272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover

Globalization

Business and Society

Technology

Practical Leadership

previously Frontiers of Management

previously Men, Ideas, and Politics

previously Technology, Management, and Society

previously Managing for the Future

MAY 2020

JUNE 2020

JULY 2020

AUGUST 2020

9781633699618
384 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover

9781633699632
336 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover

9781633699656
176 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover

9781633699311
384 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4"
US$ 30.00 • Hardcover
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LEADERSHIP

John Kotter’s now-legendary eight-step process for
managing change has become the foundation for
leaders and organizations around the globe. The book
serves as both visionary guide and practical toolkit
for how to approach the difficult yet crucial work of
leading change in any type of organization.
1.2 million copies sold / 37,000 sold in the past year

In this lively and practical book, Goffee and Jones
reveal how to hone and deploy your unique leadership
abilities while managing the tensions at the heart of
successful leadership: when to show emotion and
when to withhold it, how to get close to followers while
maintaining an appropriate distance, and maintaining
your individuality while “conforming enough” to gain
traction and lead change.

Discover straightforward strategies for navigating
the perilous straits of leadership. Whether you are a
parent or politician, a CEO or community activist, this
practical book shows how you can exercise leadership
and survive and thrive to enjoy the fruits of your labor.
74,000 copies sold / 8,000 sold in the past year

170,000 copies sold / 6,000 sold in the past year

JULY 1996 & NOVEMBER 2012

MARCH 2006 & NOVEMBER 2015

FEBRUARY 2015

Leading Change

Why Should Anyone Be Led by You?

Act Like a Leader, Think Like a Leader

JOHN P. KOTTER

(with a New Preface by the Authors)

HERMINIA IBARRA

9781422186435 • Hardcover
208 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00
CURRENT LICENSEES Arabic: Jarir • Complex Chinese:
CommonWealth Magazine • Czech: Albatros • Dutch: Boom •
French: Pearson • German: Vahlen • Greek: Kritiki • Hebrew:
Matar • Indonesian: Gramedia • Italian: Fausto Lupetti •
Japanese: Nikkei BP • Korean: Gimm-Young • Mongolian:
MLC • Polish: Helion • Portuguese (Brazil): Alta • Portuguese
(Portugal): Lua de Papel • Russian: Alpina • Simplified Chinese:
Huazhang • Spanish: Urano • Thai: WeLearn • Turkish: Dogan
Kitap • Vietnamese: Alpha
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What It Takes to Be an Authentic Leader
ROB GOFFEE, GARETH JONES

9781633691087 • Hardcover
244 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 35.00
RIGHTS SOLD (New Edition) Arabic: Obeikan • Azerbaijani:
TEAS • Japanese: Eiji Press • Russian: Eksmo • Simplified
Chinese: Beijing Mediatime

9781422184127 • Hardcover
221 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: Business Today • Croatian:
MATE • Hungarian: Labnyom Konyvkiado • Italian: Hoepli •
Japanese: Shoeisha • Korean: Sigma • Romanian: Niculescu •
Russian: Eksmo • Serbian: MATE • Simplified Chinese:
Beijing Mediatime • Spanish: Lettera • Thai: SE Education •
Vietnamese: First News

LEADERSHIP

Immunity to Change shows how our individual
beliefs, along with the collective mindsets in our
organizations, combine to make change maddeningly
elusive. This persuasive and practical book, filled with
hands-on diagnostics and compelling case studies,
delivers the tools to overcome the forces of inertia and
transform life and work.

What if companies did everything in their power to
develop all the people who make up the company?
An Everyone Culture explores companies that weave
employees’ development into the daily fabric of
working life—visible in regular operations and daily
routines—with measurable business success.
60,000 copies sold / 6,000 sold in the past year

128,000 copies sold / 16,000 sold in the past year

Becoming an effective manager can be a difficult
journey. At best, many just learn to get by. At worst,
they become terrible bosses. This book explains how
to avoid that fate by mastering three imperatives:
manage yourself, manage a network, and manage a
team. Packed with compelling stories and practical
guidance, Being the Boss is an indispensable guide
for all managers seeking to master the most daunting
challenges of leadership.
84,000 copies sold (both editions)

JANUARY 2009

JANUARY 2016

JANUARY 2011 & MARCH 2019

Immunity to Change
How to Overcome It and Unlock the Potential in
Yourself and Your Organization

An Everyone Culture
Becoming a Deliberately Developmental
Organization

Being the Boss (with a New Preface)
The 3 Imperatives for Becoming a Great Leader

ROBERT KEGAN, LISA LASKOW LAHEY

ROBERT KEGAN, LISA LASKOW LAHEY

9781422117361 • Hardcover
304 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

9781625278623 • Hardcover
336 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: Corporate Synergy • Danish:
Gyldendal • French: Colligence SAS • Hungarian: HVG •
Indonesian: PT Gramedia • Italian: Franco Angeli • Japanese:
Eiji • Korean: Chunghye • Polish: Helion • Portuguese (Brazil):
Alta • Romanian: Publica • Russian: Mann • Simplified Chinese:
Beijing Normal Press • Thai: Think Beyond

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: Shui-Yueh • Dutch: Het
Eerste Huis • Hungarian: Pallas Athene • Japanese: Eiji •
Korean: Homospiritus • Russian: Mann • Simplified Chinese:
Beijing Normal Press

LINDA A. HILL, KENT LINEBACK

9781633696990 • Hardcover
320 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00
RIGHTS SOLD Albanian: Albanian University Press • Arabic:
Jarir • Complex Chinese: CommonWealth Magazine • Japanese:
Nikkei • Korean: Seedpaper • Romanian: Litera • Russian:
Mann • Simplified Chinese: Huazhang • Spanish: Patria •
Vietnamese: PACE
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STRATEGY

This global bestseller challenges everything you
thought you knew about strategic success. Now
updated with fresh content from the authors, Blue
Ocean Strategy argues that lasting success comes
not from battling competitors but from creating
“blue oceans”—untapped new market spaces ripe
for growth.

This Wall Street Journal bestseller outlines the strategic
approach A.G. Lafley used to double P&G’s sales and
quadruple its profits. It shows leaders and managers in
any organization how to deliver on their strategic goals
by focusing all staff on where to play and how to win.

A simple model to solve a fundamental problem for
leaders—how do you run your current business while
simultaneously reinventing it? The Three-Box Solution
offers a way of allocating energy, time, and resources.
Box 1: The present; Box 2: The past; Box 3: The future

240,000 copies sold / 20,000 sold in the past year

“A simple and practical path for innovation.”
—Financial Times

1.1 million copies sold in English /

46,000 copies sold / 4,000 sold in the past year

33,000 sold in the past year

FEBRUARY 2005 & JANUARY 2015

FEBRUARY 2013

APRIL 2016

Blue Ocean Strategy
How to Create Uncontested Market Space
and Make the Competition Irrelevant

Playing to Win
How Strategy Really Works

The Three-Box Solution
A Strategy for Leading Innovation

A.G. LAFLEY, ROGER L. MARTIN

VIJAY GOVINDARAJAN

9781422187395 • Hardcover
288 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

9781633690141 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Jarir • Complex Chinese: China
Productivity Center • Czech: Dobrovsk/Omega • Japanese:
Asahi • Korean: Jinsung • Mongolian: Suun Suvd • Portuguese
(Brazil): Alta • Russian: Mann • Simplified Chinese: Cheers
• Spanish: Arpa • Thai: Nokhook • Turkish: Moda Ofset •
Ukrainian: Nash Format • Vietnamese: Tre

RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Arabic: Jarir • Japanese: Diamond •
Korean: KITA • Portuguese: HSM • Simplified Chinese:
CITIC • Thai: WeLearn

W. CHAN KIM, RENÉE MAUBORGNE

9781625274496 • Hardcover
320 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00
Translated into 44 languages
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STRATEGY

How do you pick the right strategy? It’s not that one
approach is right and the others are wrong, but no
one has explained which strategic approach to apply
when—until now. Based on global research by Boston
Consulting Group, this is the definitive guide to
strategy for companies large and small, in any industry.
41,000 copies sold

As traditional industries are disrupted, Sunil Gupta
argues, leaders need to reexamine four fundamental
aspects of their businesses: strategy, value chain,
customers, and organization. Filled with rich case
studies and deep analysis, Driving Digital Strategy
shows how established firms can mitigate the threats,
as well as leverage the opportunities, of the digital era.
“A comprehensive overview of what is needed to
develop a successful digital strategy.”—Børsen (Denmark)
25,000 copies sold

Mark Johnson illustrates how companies are
using innovative business models to achieve
transformational growth by fulfilling unmet customer
needs, serving new customers, and responding to
tectonic shifts in market demand, government policy,
and technologies. With road-tested frameworks,
analytics, and diagnostics, this book gives executives
everything they need to reshape their businesses and
achieve transformative growth.
8,000 copies sold

JUNE 2015

AUGUST 2018

JULY 2018

Your Strategy Needs a Strategy
How to Choose and Execute the Right Approach

Driving Digital Strategy
A Guide to Reimagining Your Business

MARTIN REEVES, KNUT HAANAES,
JANMEJAYA SINHA

SUNIL GUPTA

Reinvent Your Business Model
How to Seize the White Space for
Transformative Growth

9781625275868 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

288 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Jarir • Azerbaijani: TEAS • Complex
Chinese: Ecotrend • French: Les Belles Lettres • Italian: Egea •
Japanese: Nikkei • Korean: KED • Portuguese: DVS • Russian:
Eksmo • Simplified Chinese: CITIC

9781633692688 • Hardcover
RIGHTS SOLD Korean: Freelec • Portuguese (Brazil): M Books •
Simplified Chinese: Renmin • Thai: Nation • Ukrainian: KM •
Vietnamese: 1980 Books

MARK W. JOHNSON

9781633696464 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 35.00
RIGHTS SOLD Thai: Jamsai • Vietnamese: 1980 Books
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INNOVATION

In one of the most influential business books of all
time, Clayton Christensen shows how even the most
outstanding companies can do everything right yet
still lose market leadership. He explains why most
companies miss out on new waves of innovation.
The Innovator’s Dilemma is the book no manager,
leader, or entrepreneur should be without.

The Innovator’s Solution expands on the idea of
disruption, explaining how companies can and should
become disruptors themselves. The authors identify
the forces that cause managers to make bad decisions,
and they offer new frameworks to help create the right
conditions, at the right time, for disruption to succeed.
259,000 copies sold / 6,000 sold in the past year

706,000 copies sold / 36,000 sold in the past year

Now updated, The Innovator’s DNA outlines
five discovery skills that distinguish innovative
entrepreneurs and executives from ordinary managers:
associating, questioning, observing, networking,
and experimenting. The authors show readers how
to evaluate and build on their “DNA” code through
in-depth advice and stories that demonstrate each
discovery skill in action and how to develop it.
122,000 copies sold (both editions) /
7,000 sold in the past year

JUNE 1997 & NOVEMBER 2013

SEPTEMBER 2003 & NOVEMBER 2013

JUNE 2019

The Innovator’s Dilemma
When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail

The Innovator’s Solution
Creating and Sustaining Successful Growth

The Innovator’s DNA (Updated with a New Preface)
Mastering the Five Skills of Disruptive Innovators

CLAYTON M. CHRISTENSEN

CLAYTON M. CHRISTENSEN, MICHAEL E. RAYNOR

9781422196021 • Hardcover
288 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

9781422196571 • Hardcover

JEFF DYER, HAL GREGERSEN, CLAYTON M.
CHRISTENSEN

RIGHTS SOLD Albanian: Minerva • Armenian: Antares •
Complex Chinese: Business Weekly • Dutch: Business Contact •
Finnish: Talentum • French: Valor • German: Vahlen • Greek:
Crete University Press • Italian: Franco Angeli • Japanese:
Shoeisha • Korean: Sejong • Polish: PWN • Portuguese (Brazil):
M Books • Portuguese (Portugal): Actual • Romanian: Mediafax •
Russian: Alpina • Serbian: Finesa • Simplified Chinese: CITIC •
Spanish: Arpa • Thai: Maxions • Turkish: Koridor • Ukrainian:
Oksana Forosty • Vietnamese: PACE
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320 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: CommonWealth Magazine •
German: Vahlen • Hebrew: Opus • Indonesian: Serambi • Italian:
Etas • Japanese: Shoeisha • Korean: Sejong • Polish: Studio
Emka • Portuguese: Elsevier • Romanian: Curtea Veche •
Russian: Alpina • Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Vietnamese:
Alphaa

9781633697218 • Hardcover
320 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 35.00
RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: CommonWealth Magazine •
Danish: L&R • French: Pearson • Indonesian: ANDI • Japanese:
Shoeisha • Korean: Sejong • Polish: ICAN • Portuguese (Brazil):
Alta • Russian: Eksmo • Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Spanish:
Planeta • Thai: Pran • Vietnamese: Alpha

INNOVATION

Sense & Respond explains how new technologies
enable organizations to observe customer, employee,
and stakeholder behavior in real time; communicate
internally at extraordinary speed; and innovate
continuously. It presents detailed success stories
of the “sensing organizations” that are constantly
learning and adapting to feedback.

Collective Genius makes the compelling argument that
today’s knowledge-intensive global economy demands
innovation as a much deeper part of company culture.
With vivid real-life voices and expert guidance from
authors who’ve led innovation and creativity, this
book expands and deepens our leadership wisdom and
competence for a new century.

“One of the best management books of the year.”
—Børsen (Denmark)

40,000 copies sold

Why do so many world-changing insights come from
people with little or no related experience? The Medici
Effect shows how breakthrough ideas most often occur
when we bring concepts from one field into another
and offers examples of how we can turn the ideas we
discover into pathbreaking innovations.
“Required reading for trailblazers all over the world.”
—Daniel Pink
129,000 copies sold (both editions)

21,000 copies sold

FEBRUARY 2017

JUNE 2014

SEPTEMBER 2006 & MARCH 2017

Sense & Respond
How Successful Organizations Listen
to Customers and Create New Products
Continuously

Collective Genius
The Art and Practice of Leading Innovation

The Medici Effect
What Elephants & Epidemics Can Teach Us
about Innovation

JEFF GOTHELF, JOSH SEIDEN

9781633691889 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00
RIGHTS SOLD Italian: Guerini • Japanese: Tokyo Denki •
Russian: Eksmo • Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Vietnamese: Tre

LINDA A. HILL, GREG BRANDEAU, EMILY TRUELOVE,
KENT LINEBACK

FRANS JOHANSSON

9781422130025 • Hardcover
288 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 28.00

9781633692923 • Paperback
256 pages • 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 25.00

RIGHTS SOLD Italian: Franco Angeli • Japanese: Nikkei •
Korean: Bookstone • Latvian: Lauku Avise • Simplified Chinese:
Cheers • Ukrainian: Nash Format • Vietnamese: First News

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: Business Weekly • German:
Borsenmedien • Japanese: CCC Media • Korean: Sejong •
Simplified Chinese: Beijing Mediatime • Turkish: Kapital Media •
Ukrainian: Lviv Business School • Vietnamese: Ecoblader
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MANAGING YOURSELF

The First 90 Days, an international bestseller, presents
proven strategies for conquering the challenges of
transitions—no matter where you are in your career.
This updated and expanded edition addresses today’s
increasingly demanding professional world, where
managers change roles more frequently and are
expected to deliver results within the first 90 days.
1.5 million copies sold / 96,000 sold in the past year

Master Your Next Move focuses on the crucial
transitions anyone might face during their career,
including promotion, leading former peers, onboarding,
making an international move, and turning around a
business. With real-world examples and lots of practical
models and tools, this book is the guide to surviving
and thriving as you make your next move—and every
one after that.
78,000 copies sold (both editions)

With surveys showing an alarming amount of
disengagement at work, Dan Cable says that
organizations need to stop suppressing the part of our
brains that craves experimentation and exploration.
With small nudges, managers can make meaningful
impacts on the lives of their employees and restore
their zest for work.
“If you care about improving the quality of life at work,
you’ll enjoy this lively book.”—Adam Grant
33,000 copies sold

SEPTEMBER 2003 & MAY 2013

APRIL 2019

MARCH 2018

The First 90 Days (Updated and Expanded)
Proven Strategies for Getting Up
to Speed Faster and Smarter

Master Your Next Move (Updated and Expanded)
The Essential Companion to The First 90 Days

Alive at Work
The Neuroscience of Helping
Your People Love What They Do

MICHAEL D. WATKINS

9781633697607 • Hardcover
224 pages • 5 1/2" x 1/4" • US$ 28.00

9781422188613 • Hardcover
304 pages • 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Jarir • Complex Chinese: Business Weekly •
Czech: Albatros • Dutch: Business Contactn • French: Pearson •
German: Campus • Hebrew: Matar • Hungarian: Noran Ibro •
Indonesian: Serambi • Italian: Hoepli • Japanese: Shoeisha •
Korean: Dongnyok • Polish: Helion • Portuguese (Brazil): Alta •
Russian: Mann • Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Spanish: Reverte •
Thai: WeLearn • Turkish: Optimist • Ukrainian: Nash Format •
Vietnamese: Alpha
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MICHAEL D. WATKINS

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: CommonWealth Magazine •
French: Pearson • Italian: ETAS • Simplified Chinese: Cheers •
Spanish: Reverte • Vietnamese: Tre

DANIEL M. CABLE

9781633694255 • Hardcover
224 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Japanese: Nikkei BP • Korean: Galmaenamu •
Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Thai: SE Education

MANAGING YOURSELF

Talent expert Marc Effron reveals eight key areas
where everyone can improve and provides practical
steps to help readers focus and produce tangible
results. Research based and practical, this short,
powerful book reveals what really works for
improving performance.

Taking advantage of an entrepreneurial, work-fromwherever-you-are economy can be enticing, but how
do you actually make money doing what you love?
Entrepreneurial You provides a blueprint with insights
and advice on building your brand, monetizing your
expertise, and extending your impact online.

“Scientifically proven workplace performance
enhancers [that] make a difference to performance
in the office and not just a lab.”—Michael Porter

“Should be on the shelf of all entrepreneurs trying
to convert their talent and hard work into value for
themselves and others.”—Daniel Pink

“Offers eminently practical and powerful advice
anyone can benefit from.”—Daniel Goleman

12,000 copies sold

21,000 copies sold

18,000 copies sold

AUGUST 2018

OCTOBER 2017

SEPTEMBER 2017

8 Steps to High Performance
Focus on What You Can Change (Ignore the Rest)

Entrepreneurial You
Monetize Your Expertise, Create Multiple
Income Streams, and Thrive

How to Be Happy at Work

MARC EFFRON

9781633693975 • Hardcover
240 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: Star • Czech: Euromedia •
Polish: ICAN • Portuguese (Brazil): Saraiva • Russian: Eksmo •
Simplified Chinese: Beijing Mediatime • Spanish: Taller del Exito •
Thai: SE Education • Vietnamese: 1980 Books

Should we expect to be fulfilled and happy at work?
Annie McKee answers with a definitive “yes” and says
happiness and meaning are more important than ever
in today’s workplace. Based on extensive research and
decades of experience, the book sheds new light on
the importance of happiness to individual, team, and
organizational success.

ANNIE MCKEE

DORIE CLARK

9781633692251 • Hardcover
208 pages • 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 27.00

9781633692275 • Hardcover
256 pages • 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 28.00

RIGHTS SOLD Italian: Techniche Nuove • Turkish: Park •
Vietnamese: PACE

RIGHTS SOLD Italian: Techniche Nuove • Portuguese (Brazil):
Alta • Simplified Chinese: Huazhang • Vietnamese: 1980 Books
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MANAGING YOURSELF

What’s the secret to having an engaged and productive
team? Whitney Johnson says it’s having a plan for
developing all employees—no matter where they are
on their personal learning curve. With practical tips and
personal stories, the book explains how readers can
build their own A-team.

Wharton professor and work-life expert Stew Friedman
identifies critical skills for leading an authentic
and balanced life. Illustrated by the stories of six
remarkable individuals, including Bruce Springsteen,
Michelle Obama, and Sheryl Sandberg, the book will
inspire readers to lead a more balanced life and become
better leaders.

Nick Morgan says we need to rethink how we
communicate virtually. He creates new rules and
practical tips for how to communicate when you can’t
be physically present. If you work in an organization
that has more than one office or whose customers
aren’t nearby, Can You Hear Me? is your essential
instruction manual for 21st-century work.

22,000 copies sold

“One of the best books on virtual communication.”
—Børsen (Denmark)

“It is inspiring, and comes with advice on hiring and
motivating the right sort of team members—there are
plenty of excellent ideas here.”—Financial Times

6,000 copies sold

24,000 copies sold

OCTOBER 2014

OCTOBER 2018

MAY 2018

Leading the Life You Want
Skills for Integrating Work and Life

Can You Hear Me?
How to Connect with People in a Virtual World

STEWART D. FRIEDMAN

NICK MORGAN

Build an A-Team
Play to Their Strengths and Lead Them Up the
Learning Curve

9781422189412 • Hardcover
272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 26.00

9781633694446 • Hardcover
288 pages • 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 30.00

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: Prophet Press • Korean:
Vega Books • Polish: MT Biznes • Simplified Chinese: Beijing
Mediatime • Vietnamese: MC Books

RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Jarir • Korean: Pymate • Russian: Eksmo
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WHITNEY JOHNSON

9781633693647 • Hardcover
208 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Italian: Hoepli • Russian: Alpina • Simplified
Chinese: CITIC • Vietnamese: 1980 Books

GENERAL MANAGEMENT

In this Wall Street Journal bestseller, Whole Foods
Market’s John Mackey and professor Raj Sisodia argue
for the inherent good of both business and capitalism.
Featuring some of today’s best-known companies, this
book illustrates how these two forces can—and do—
work powerfully to create value for all stakeholders.

Learn the traits and methods of eight individualistic
and low-profile CEOs whose firms’ average returns
outperformed the S&P 500 by a factor of 20. The book
reveals a compelling alternative model for anyone
interested in leading a company or investing in one—
and reaping extraordinary returns.

171,000 copies sold / 10,000 sold in the past year

“An outstanding book.”—Warren Buffett
200,000 copies sold / 21,000 sold in the past year

In this full-color, fully illustrated guide, HBR dataviz
expert Scott Berinato shows how good visualizations
can convey ideas more powerfully than any other form
of communication. With engaging and illuminating
examples, he shows readers how to collect and format
data, how to prepare and prototype charts, and finally,
how to go from sketch to final product.
42,000 copies sold

JANUARY 2013

OCTOBER 2012

MAY 2016

Conscious Capitalism
Liberating the Heroic Spirit of Business

The Outsiders
Eight Unconventional CEOs and Their Radically
Rational Blueprint for Success

Good Charts
The HBR Guide to Making Smarter, More
Persuasive Data Visualizations

WILLIAM N. THORNDIKE, JR.

SCOTT BERINATO

9781422162675 • Hardcover
240 pages • 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 30.00

9781633690707 • Paperback
288 pages • 9 1/2" x 7 1/2" • US$ 35.00

RIGHTS SOLD Bulgarian: Together Academy • Complex
Chinese: Yuan-Liou • French: Valor • Japanese: Pan Rolling •
Korean: Mindbuilding • Polish: Helion • Portuguese: Ediouro •
Russian: Mann • Simplified Chinese: Cheers • Spanish: Carvajal
Norma • Thai: Earnest • Turkish: Pegasus • Vietnamese: Thaiha

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: Sun Color • Japanese:
Diamond • Korean: Hans Media • Russian: Eksmo • Simplified
Chinese: Huazhang • Thai: WeLearn • Vietnamese: Alpha

JOHN MACKEY, RAJ SISODIA

9781422144206 • Hardcover & Paperback
288 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: CommonWealth Magazine •
French: Ariane • Hebrew: Conscious Capitalism Israel • Italian:
MGMT • Japanese: Shoeisha • Korean: Next Wave • Polish:
MT Biznes • Portuguese (Brazil): Alta • Romanian: D’Imago •
Russian: Mann • Simplified Chinese: Cheers • Spanish: Urano •
Turkish: Moda Offset • Vietnamese: Nha Nam
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In Competing on Analytics, Thomas H. Davenport and
Jeanne G. Harris explain how analytics is transforming
the basis of competition. They show how organizations
as diverse as Procter & Gamble, Capital One, CEMEX,
and the Boston Red Sox are using analytics to identify
the most profitable customers, accelerate product
innovation, optimize supply chains, and leverage the
drivers of financial performance.
173,000 copies sold (both editions)

Conventional wisdom says making trade-offs is
inevitable when it comes to hard choices. But there
is a better way—integrative thinking, an approach to
problem-solving that uses opposing ideas as the basis
for innovation. Creating Great Choices demystifies the
process and lays out a practical four-step method,
which can be applied in virtually any context.
“Teaches decision-makers how to think, not what to
think.”—Malcolm Gladwell
19,000 copies sold

Shows how artificial intelligence, robotics, and machine
learning are changing the way we work. It gives
managers a blueprint for adapting business processes
to create value in the new machine age.
“Shines new light on our burning need to reinvent
nearly everything about the way we work.”
—Erik Brynjolfsson
“Well researched, plausibly presented [with] smart and
inspiring case studies.”—Forbes
64,000 copies sold

MARCH 2007 & SEPTEMBER 2017

SEPTEMBER 2017

MARCH 2018

Competing on Analytics
(Updated with a New Introduction)

Creating Great Choices
A Leader’s Guide to Integrative Thinking

Human + Machine
Reimagining Work in the Age of AI

The New Science of Winning

JENNIFER RIEL, ROGER L. MARTIN

PAUL R. DAUGHERTY, H. JAMES WILSON

9781633692961 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

9781633693869 • Hardcover
272 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

RIGHTS SOLD Farsi: Ketab Mana • German: Wiley • Italian:
Franco Angeli • Korean: Gilbut • Polish: ICAN • Simplified
Chinese: Cheers • Spanish: Planeta • Turkish: Kultur •
Ukrainian: Nash Format • Vietnamese: 1980 Books

RIGHTS SOLD German: DTV • Italian: Guerini • Japanese:
Toyo Keizai • Korean: McGraw-Hill • Portuguese (Brazil): Alta •
Russian: Mann • Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Thai: Books.com •
Vietnamese: PACE

THOMAS H. DAVENPORT, JEANNE G. HARRIS

9781633693722 • Hardcover
320 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 35.00
RIGHTS SOLD Indonesian: Elex Media • Italian: Franco Angeli •
Portuguese (Brazil): Alta • Simplified Chinese: Posts and
Telecom • Turkish: Medyasoft • Vietnamese: Langmaster
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Alibaba’s strategy expert explains how machine
learning, algorithms, and AI are redefining what
strategy is and how it works. The book frames Alibaba’s
revolutionary practices in the broader context and
provides a radical new toolkit for formulating and
executing strategy that all businesses can apply.

Beyond the question of how automation will replace
jobs, the authors argue, we should reexamine what
a “job” actually is. They present a four-step workautomation framework—deconstruct, optimize,
automate, and reconfigure—so leaders can proactively
“rebundle” work in their organizations.

Brimming with case studies from McKinsey Global
Institute research and the authors’ extensive
experience advising leaders across Africa, this is the
inside story for those who want to expand their existing
operations in Africa and those seeking a road map to
access this vast, largely untapped market.

“Makes the crucial connections between theory and
practice.”—Eric Schmidt, former executive chairman,
Google and Alphabet

“Cuts through the hype and hysteria. Jesuthasan and
Boudreau are the clear-eyed guides every organization
needs.”—Daniel H. Pink, author, Drive and When

“Flowing narrative and excellent explanatory figures
and diagrams.”—African Business

14,000 copies sold

10,000 copies sold

SEPTEMBER 2018

OCTOBER 2018

NOVEMBER 2018

Smart Business
What Alibaba’s Success Reveals About
the Future of Strategy

Reinventing Jobs
A 4-Step Approach for Applying
Automation to Work

Africa’s Business Revolution
How to Succeed in the World’s Next Big
Growth Market

MING ZENG

RAVIN JESUTHASAN, JOHN W. BOUDREAU

9781633693296 • Hardcover
320 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

9781633694071 • Hardcover
240 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00

ACHA LEKE, MUTSA CHIRONGA,
GEORGES DESVAUX

RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: CommonWealth Magazine
• German: Campus • Italian: Hoepli • Japanese: Bungei Shunju
• Korean: Hunet • Polish: ICAN • Portuguese (Brazil): M Books •
Russian: Alpina • Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Thai: SE Education •
Turkish: Ilgi Kultur • Vietnamese: 1980 Books

RIGHTS SOLD Italian: Franco Angeli • Portuguese (Brazil):
M Books • Russian: Alpina • Vietnamese: 1980 Books

14,000 copies sold

9781633694408 • Hardcover
256 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 35.00
RIGHTS SOLD French: Pearson
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With a brand-new preface, the authors make an
even stronger case for experiences as the critical
link between a company and its potential audience.
They take the original idea that experiences and
transformations are the basis for future business
growth and prosperity and broaden its application
to the demands of today’s increasingly distractible,
time-starved world.
227,000 copies sold (all editions)

This book makes a bold claim: CEOs and senior leaders
must reinvent how they deploy talent. Using examples
of companies such as BlackRock, Haier, PepsiCo, and
Tata, the book provides expert insight and advice
for leaders to make talent drive strategy, scale up
individual talent, and reinvent HR.
“An innovative framework for cultivating
talent.” —Sheryl Sandberg
55,000 copies sold

Digital transformation has been mastered by tech
startups—but what about the 94 percent of traditional
companies that need to take advantage of the new
digital world? Leading Digital showcases those using
digital most successfully to gain strategic advantage
and outlines practical, tested frameworks that can
be applied instantly to achieve successful digital
transformation.
71,000 copies sold

DECEMBER 2019

MARCH 2018

OCTOBER 2014

The Experience Economy (Updated with a New Preface)
Competing for Customer Time, Attention,
and Money

Talent Wins
The New Playbook for Putting People First

Leading Digital
Turning Technology into Business Transformation

RAM CHARAN, DOMINIC BARTON, DENNIS CAREY

GEORGE WESTERMAN, DIDIER BONNET, ANDREW
MCAFEE

B. JOSEPH PINE II, JAMES H. GILMORE

9781633697973 • Hardcover
368 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 32.00
RIGHTS SOLD Complex Chinese: EcoTrend • Dutch: Boom • Italian:
Etas • Japanese: Diamond • Korean: UX Review • Portuguese:
Elsevier • Romanian: Publica • Russian: Alpina • Simplified Chinese:
Huazhang • Turkish: BZD • Ukrainian: Vivat • Vietnamese: Alpha
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9781633691186 • Hardcover
192 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Japanese: Nikkei • Korean: Hunet • Russian:
Olympus • Simplified Chinese: CITIC

9781625272478 • Hardcover
304 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Leader’s Development • Azerbaijani:
TEAS • Complex Chinese: Taiwan Academy • French: Diateino •
Hebrew: K Logic • Japanese: Diamond • Korean: Purun •
Portuguese: M Books • Simplified Chinese: CITIC • Turkish:
Optimist • Vietnamese: Langmaster

GENERAL MANAGEMENT

Accessible, jargon-free, and filled with entertaining
stories of real companies, Financial Intelligence gives
nonfinancial managers the confidence to understand
the nuance beyond the numbers. The updated edition
brings the numbers up to date and includes questions
about the financial crisis and broader financial and
accounting literacy.

Using sample Harvard Business School cases, The Case
Study Handbook helps MBA and executive education
students master reading, interpreting, discussing,
and writing about business cases. With strategies and
templates, The Case Study Handbook is a must read for
anyone about to tackle the business case.

Originating as the most popular article ever on HBR.org,
Joan C. Williams’s acclaimed book explains why so
much analysis of the white working class is misguided,
rooted in what she calls “class cluelessness.” This is
a nuanced portrait of millions who have all too easily
been dismissed as racist, sexist, or xenophobic.

72,000 copies sold (both editions)

“Joan C. Williams is on a post-Trump mission to explore
the broken relationship between America’s liberal elite
and the white working class.”—Financial Times

223,000 copies sold / 19,000 sold in the past year

38,000 copies sold

JANUARY 2006 & FEBRUARY 2013

APRIL 2007 & JULY 2018

MAY 2017 & NOVEMBER 2019

Financial Intelligence
A Manager’s Guide to Knowing What the
Numbers Really Mean

The Case Study Handbook (Revised Edition)
A Student’s Guide

White Working Class
Overcoming Class Cluelessness in America

WILLIAM ELLET

JOAN C. WILLIAMS

9781633696150 • Paperback
304 pages • 7 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00

9781633693784 • Hardcover
192 pages • 5 1/2" x 8 1/4" • US$ 22.99

RIGHTS SOLD (First Edition) German: Haupt • Japanese:
Diamond • Korean: Pakyoungsa • Portuguese: GrupoA •
Simplified Chinese: Renmin

RIGHTS SOLD French: Editions Unes • Japanese: Shueisha

KAREN BERMAN, JOE KNIGHT WITH JOHN CASE

9781422144114 • Hardcover
302 pages • 6 1/8" x 9 1/4" • US$ 30.00
RIGHTS SOLD Arabic: Jarir • Azerbaijani: TEAS • Complex
Chinese: CommonWealth Magazine • Czech: Computer Press
• French: Eyrolles • Greek: Kritiki • Korean: Ire • Polish: Helion
• Portuguese (Brazil): Alta • Portuguese (Portugal): Planeta •
Romanian: Curtea Veche • Simplified Chinese: Commercial
Press • Spanish: Planeta • Thai: Expernet • Vietnamese: Alpha
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